female students at the University of Gujrat". People deal with fashion every day and also become crazy for fashion. According to Crane (2000) 
I. Introduction
Everyone wants to look perfect and each girl always wants to be a fabulous from others. Whether current or past time, fashion always been involved in women's lives; she always keeps looking for new ways which introduced new fashion. Well dressing is a big part of beauty, it's not only reflect one's personality but also represents the glow of beauty because if any one's facial features are not attractive, figure is not slim, skin color is not fair or not have ideal height then trendy apparels can cover these defects (Berger, n.d.) .
Fashion in apparel is a process in which old fashion is presented in a new look. TV, fashion shows and magazines are the major factors which change apparel of teenage girls (Kiran, Riaz, Malik, 2002, p. 378) . Obviously, the modern era is the era of globalization; in which media has made the earth as a global village, it removes the distance. All types of media provide you each and every necessary updates regarding your favorite topic .
History of Fashion
The history of clothing is very old; it started since the era of Adam and Eva. The style of body covering is change in each period, this changing become fashion. In the beginning of 20 th century, after the invention of sewing machine and other technologies the clothes appear in new form (Wikipedia, n.d.).
After the concept of fashion took places it provide a way for promoting something new, which doesn't exist before form it or which comes with something new or unusual dresses. It is generating its effects since the first fashion show was held in history. Now a day, every one can see fashion shows staying at home through TV channels; it not only grabs the attention of women but also drawn the attention of girls towards the fashion shows and made them fashion conscious. According to Wikipedia (n.d.) fashion shows introduced designers and brands of apparel.
Research Question:
To accomplish the aim and purpose of this study, researcher has formulated some research questions. RQ1: Do fashion shows of TV channels promote different dressing style among the female students of UOG? RQ2: Do UOG female students adopt the dressing style that appears in TV fashion show?
Research Hypothesis H 0 1: These TV channels don't promote different dressing styles among female students of UOG.
Objectives of the Study
Indian and western cultures are gradually making its place in Pakistani culture. Pakistani fashion shows of these TV channels are playing a vital role. Girls of all age groups are widely affected by fashion shows; they become crazy when they watch a fashion show flooded with new dresses. The aim of this research is  To find out the reason for adopting new fashion apparel.  To find out the effects of these fashion shows on our culture.
 To investigate that fashion apparel are only adopted by the elite or middle class female students of UOG…..a victim of fashion apparel.  To find out the factors that brings change in the dressing style.  To find out the views of UOG female students regarding promotion of the new dress designs.
Significance of the Study
The aim of the study is to find out the effects of the fashion shows which appear on TV channels. This kind of study was not conducted before. Through this research, the findings will reveal how many female students of UOG follow the fashion depicted through fashion shows.
II. Literature Review
Twenty to twenty five years ago, fashion industry was not stable in Pakistan. But now it has been put a great influence on the women of Pakistan especially on the female students. If there is any social, religious or academic event everyone wants to wear trendy clothes, branded apparel because media has made them fashion conscious person who want to move with fashion either they can afford it or not.
Definition of Fashion
The word fashion refers to the meaning of new, in, popular stylish designs for dresses, hair or other accessories for decorating personality (Oxford, 2010). Which type of apparel is currently in and huge population wear it, is call fashion (Nirmala, 2008) .
Fashion never remains in its original form, its change or modify with time and place; if it remain without any modification then noting will be introduced as a "new" style (Chanel, n.d.). Fashion is sometimes imprisonment. Which people have themselves imposed on them, while they know, they feel comfortable without much in fashion.
When a product is widely spread among the people, people adopt it on large scale and you observe that it was not seen before, is known as fashion; its change immediately of latter because both people and eyes don't want to see the same thing is repeated (Noubikko, n.d.).
Definition of Media
The word media refers to the meaning of main sources of communication; these can be in the form of written, visuals with narrations or written plus clips or images (Oxford, 2010).
According to Yourdictionary.com (n.d.) the ways that can interact with the large number of people in a single moment is called mass media. Mass media is use to shape the opinions, views, impact, thought, impression or message of it audience, either the audience is broad or limited (Mcdermott, & Albrecht, 2002 ).
Definition of Television
The world television refers to the meaning of a system which alters the visuals and sounds into the electronic signals and then people can see the combination of visual and sound on the screen (Oxford, 2012).
All mediums of mass media have a significant effect on the lives of audience but no one has a power like television (Porter, n.d.) .According to Characteristics of television as a medium (n.d., p. 17) television has both visuals and sounds, which makes television different from other mediums. Moreover, on this, people can see everything which they want without going anywhere; means people can see cricket, movies or other shows at home without investing money on tickets (p. 18).Through this medium people see different channels on screen, which frame the minds of people for adopting the culture of others (Baloch, 2011) . She continues, television also leave long lasting effects in the shape of fashion, emotion, mental disturbance and fear.
Role of media in fashion world
In present media is involve in everything; either it's create ways for lunching something or play a role in destroying anything. According to "Media in fashion", today is the world of media; few decades ago, fashion was not so much popular among the peoples but now it makes it place in the field of media and know it has established as a big industry, it provides awareness about the latest trendy fashion among the people through print, electronic and now digital media.McFatter (2005, May) conducted study for measuring the number women of United Kingdom who become fashion addicted and he found that large number of women adopt different fashions through media like TV shows, movies, magazines, etc. According to Zeb, Rashid & Bilal, (2011, p. 225) there was an era when people want to wear their traditional dresses like salwarkameez; obviously today people were salwarkameez but fashion has changed the look of salwarkameez, in other words fashion with different sort of clothes has bring variation in traditional clothes.Television, internet, fashion shows, magazines all these are the mediums for introducing new trend, new fashion and new brands for people which gradually becomes part of their clothing (Walsh, Mitchell, Thurau, 2001 , p. 73). According to David (2009) fashion was also in but not so, before the popularity of television; now each house has one or more than one TV, also has cable connection or dish which provide numerous fashion shows containing new dress designs which took the people in the world of glamour.
McClung &Holdorf (n.d.) argues that clothes are the most important thing but in present era it cannot remain within one shape. They also have said that with the passage of time, somewhat fashion has made its place in culture; slowly and steadily people are accepting latest trend and want to know the updates about the upcoming fashion which mostly provided through the media because media set a trend for us through magazines, social media or television and in through television, fashion shows play a role of providing latest news regarding latest fashion.
Fashion exist in the culture and it adopt or modify culture; the process of adopt or modify culture start with radio, television, fashion shows, internet, social websites, newspaper, banners, billboards, advertisements or through magazines because people have to deal with these mediums several times in a day which leave impact on the outfits of people (Barnes, & Greenwood, 2006, p. 261) .
Today everyone wants to make his or her own identity because media is playing a role of teacher and creating a splendid image of ideal personality; to some extent media is succeed in this purpose because today television has become integral part of each home and children, teenagers, youth or adults have easy access to it; this access, in some way, portray their image as the persons who appear on TV screen and incentives them to adopt innovation in their clothes (Hamely, 2001 ).Television is a most viewing medium of mass media in Pakistan because Pakistan is a developing country where mostly people are illiterate; they can easily get knowledge and information by watching television; by taking the advantage of this, Indian and western countries move their culture, norms, values, custom, traditions, education and fashion towards the Muslim culture by using electronic media (Akbar, 2009) According to Ahmad (2011)print and electronic media are the main mediums which give the way to fashion industry for changing our way of living by promoting branded items, apparels, footwear, jewelries and other accessories..No doubt media has made teenagers fashion conscious; teenage girls often try to shape their body, to make their identities, try to look beautiful by adopting different fabulous apparel and want to look a beauty with appear on the screen of television (Brandon 2011) .
Cultivation Theory
This study has used the cultivation theory presented by George Gerbner for exploring the effect of fashion shows of TV channels on female students of UOG. According to this theory television hides the real truth and creates another world, which is considering a real world according to the viewers of TV.Gerbner argues that the medium of television is most watched, if anyone is regular watcher of television then television will cultivate a way of understanding the world (in his/her view), it will led him or her in the world of misunderstanding (Schiappa, 2008, p. 13) . For example: If people mostly watch fashion shows on television, they must see a different style of dressing that may different from the clothes which he or she wears. After this he/she will think television always provide true information then which dressing style is broadcasting on it, it is right and which he or she wear, is not fit according to the television broadcasting. Then he or she will create another world, which misguide them. So television plays a role of story teller which tell a different story to different viewers, either the story is true or not (Facts, 2011).
Schiappa (2008, p. 13) says by watching more television bring change in the attitude of the viewers rather than the behavior. Television does not focally push the individual for accepting the change, it lightly pulls the individual for accepting and adopting the change; this light process change the attitude of the viewers towards the unreal world. Gerbner also says that this theory produce effects on levels, which are known as first order effects (learn facts from media) and second order effects (learn tentative answer about general believes from media) (Wikipedia, 2004 ).
Methodological Design
Fashion shows of TV channels directly or indirectly leave effects on the female students of UOG. This study will be conducted under the deductive approach because researcher has some tentative answers and want to prove them . 
Survey through Questionnaire
Researcher has conducted a survey through questionnaire for collection data and testing hypothesis.
Target Audience:
Researcher has selected University of Gujrat as a population and female students of UOG selected as a target audience. Sample: In this research, researcher has specified the female students for research purpose and selected 150 female students as a sample.
Implication of Research:
The findings of this research reveal that electronic media through fashion shows influences the individual dressing style and implement fashion apparel on individuals. Data Collection and Analysis:The data was collected through questionnaire which randomly filled by the female students of University of Gujrat and analyzed by ssps
III. Analysis & interpretation
Fashion shows, gradually, become necessary in our life. Sometimes its effects give a good and new look to our dresses and sometimes it's badly damage the image of our dressing style. Researcher was wanted to know how fashion shows of TV channel effects our dressing. For this research conduct a survey through questionnaire then analysis and interpret the data for rivaling the effects of fashion shows of TV channels on our dresses.
Q1: Where you live?
Graph 1: Information regarding living area of respondents Graph 1 indicates that 69% respondents belong to urban area and 31.3% respondents belong to rural area. So it's concluded that mostly respondents belong to urban areas. Q2: You belong to: 
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www.iosrjournals.org 89 | Page Graph 15.4 indicates the highly significant difference between the respondents who like to wear cultural dresses on the events and who don't like. It's also concluded that researcher 95% confidence about the average respondents wear cultural dresses on the events are mostly 6% above 100. Q16: At home do you like to wear: a) Indian Dresses (Saree) Graph 16.1: Information regarding respondents wearing Indian dresses at home Graph 16.1 indicates the highly significant difference between the respondents who like to wear Indian dresses at home and who don't like. It's also concluded that researcher 95% confidence about the average respondents wear Indian dresses at home are mostly 6% above 100. b)Indo-Western Dresses (Kurti, Shirts, Tops, Jeans) Graph 16.2: Information regarding respondents wearing Indian dresses at home Graph 16.2 indicates the highly significant difference between the respondents who like to wear IndoWestern dresses at home and who don't like. It's also concluded that researcher 95% confidence about the average respondents wear Indo-Western dresses at home are mostly 7% above 100. b)Latest Trendy Dresses (Churidar, Long Kameez, A-Line Kameez, Trouser) Graph 16.3: Information regarding respondents wearing Indian dresses at home Graph 16.3 indicates the highly significant difference between the respondents who like to wear latest trendy dresses at home and who don't like. It's also concluded that researcher 95% confidence about the average respondents wear Indian dresses at home are mostly 6% above 100. b)Cultural Dresses (SalwarKameez) Graph 16.4: Information regarding respondents wearing cultural dresses at home Graph 16.4 indicates the highly significant difference between the respondents who like to wear cultural dresses at home and who don't like. It's also concluded that researcher 95% confidence about the average respondents wear cultural dresses at home are mostly 6% above 100. Q17: In University, do you like to wear: a) Indian Dresses (Saree) 
In Routine Life Respondents Wear Current Trendy Dresses
Respondents like to wear current trendy dresses
44%
Not interested respondents 56%
In Routine Life Respondents Like to Wear Traditional Dresses
Respondents like to wear traditional dresses Not intrested respondents Graph 18.3 indicates that 44% respondents like to wear traditional dresses and 56% respondents are not interested in wearing trendy dresses in their routine life. So it's concluded that mostly people prefer to wear something other besides the traditional dresses. 
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Graph 19 indicates the highly significant difference between the respondents who accept latest fashion from TV fashion shows and who don't like. It's also concluded that researcher 95% confidence about the average respondents accept latest fashion from TV fashion shows are mostly 6% above 100.
Q20: Do the fashion shows of TV inspire you to experiment with new dressing style?
Graph 20: Information regarding respondent's inspiration and experiment with new dressing style through TV Fashion shows Graph 20 indicates the highly significant difference between the respondents who like to try new dressing style from inspiring TV fashion shows and who don't like. It's also concluded that researcher 95% confidence about the average respondents who like to try new dressing style from inspiring TV fashion shows are mostly 6% above 100. Q21: Do Fashion shows play a good role by promoting new trend? Graph 21: Information regarding respondents who says fashion shows play a good role by promoting new trend Graph 21 indicates the highly significant difference between the respondents who agree with fashion shows play a good role in promoting new trend and also indicates the alternative opinion of the respondents. It's also concluded that researcher 95% confidence about the average respondents agree with fashion shows play a good role in promoting new trend are mostly 6% above 100.
IV. Summary
Media always play a role of an informative source. In beginning it provide limited sources of information and also it was limited with limited hands. It has also limited items and purposes. But with the passage of time it becomes demand of each home and every hand. No it is available in different types like radio, television, newspaper, magazines etc. All these types bring changes in the life of human beings. Mostly television is a necessary element of every home. Dish and cable provide a wide range of TV stations with verity of programs. Now a day's fashion shows on TV channels become popular among the viewers especially among the School Collegeand university girls because they want to live an up to date life with fashion. Fashion shows on TV channels are a great source for such purpose. It provides all the necessary information regarding fashion apparels, fashion designs or current fashion trend without going anywhere. This facility has made the girls crazy for fashion. This fond of fashion has changed the dressing style of young girls and also made them agree for adopting western dresses. Researcher conducts this research for finding the answers of some questions and for measuring the influence or effects of fashion on the girls dressing style. For this purpose researcher randomly select 150 samples of female students of University of Gujrat. Researcher adopts a survey methodology and selects a questionnaire as a measuring instrument. For analysis Findings 1. 69% respondents belong to urban area while 31% respondents belong to rural area (Graph1, p.19). 84% respondents belong to middle class while 16% respondents belong to upper class (Graph 2, p.20). Income status of 56% respondents is more than Rs. 25000 and only 7% respondents is Less than Rs. 10000 (Graph 3, p.21). It indicates that mostly respondents belong to urban area and mostly respondents also belong to middle class and mostly respondents have more than Rs. 25000 monthly incomes. 2. 48% respondents said fashion is a dressing style which suits on you, 15% respondents said fashion is something new in dressing style and 11% respondents said; fashion is looking sober & matures (Graph 4, p. 22) but 33% respondents always get fashion updates from TV fashion shows, 32% sometimes get fashion updates from TV fashion shows and only 4% respondents not get fashion updates (Graph 7, p.25). It indicates that mostly respondents get fashion updates because they thought current fashion is suits on them. 3. 14% respondents always inspire from the fashion, 33% respondents sometime inspire from the fashion and 16% respondents never inspire from the fashion. 29% respondents always gave importance to fashion, 32% respondents sometime gave importance to fashion while only 3% respondents never gave importance to fashion (Graph 5, p. 23). It indicates that mostly respondents sometime inspire from the fashion and gave importance to fashion. 4. 29% respondents purchase new dresses in every 3 months while 48% respondents purchase dresses whenever necessary (Graph 12, p. 30). 32% respondents spend Rs. 4000 -Rs. 7999 while 7% respondents spend Rs. 12000 -Rs. 15000 in every 6 months for purchasing latest dresses (Graph 13, p. 31). It indicates that mostly respondents purchase latest dresses whenever necessary and mostly respondents spend Rs. 4000 -Rs. 7999 on their dresses. 5. 34% respondents always change their dressings according to the fashion, 32% respondents sometimes change their dressing according to the fashion and only 3% respondents not change their dressing according to fashion (Graph 8, p. 26). Because 30% respondents believe fashion (fashion shows) have change the trend, 18% respondents believe without adopting new dressing style you'll look old fashion (Graph9, p. 27). It indicates that mostly respondents change their dressing with the fashion because fashion has changed the trend. 6. 31% respondents not much want to be a first follower, 30% respondents sometimes want to be a first follower and 13% respondents always want to be a first follower (Graph 10, p. 28) while 26% respondents sometimes want to fill their wardrobe with trendy dresses, 24% not much fill their wardrobe with trendy dresses and 19% always fill their wardrobe with trendy dresses (Graph 11, p. 29). It indicates that some respondents always want to be a first follower of fashion and fill their wardrobe with trendy dresses and sometimes some respondents want to be a first follower of fashion and fill their wardrobe with latest dresses. 7. 17% respondents inspire from the models of TV fashion shows who wearing latest trendy dresses, 12% respondents inspire from the models of TV fashion shows who wearing latest trendy dresses, 14% respondents inspire from the models of TV fashion shows who wearing latest trendy dresses and 15% respondents inspire from the models of TV fashion shows who wearing latest trendy dresses (Graph14.1-14.4, p. 32-35). It indicates that mostly respondents inspire from the other dresses instead of the Cultural dresses. 8. 9% respondents like to wear Indian dresses on events, 11% respondents like to wear indo western dresses on events, 11% respondents like to wear trendy dresses on events and 14% respondents like to wear cultural dresses on events (Graph15.1-15.4, p. 36-39). It indicates that a big part of new generation move towards other dressing style and few respondents still wear cultural dresses on events. 9. 6% respondents like to wear Indian dresses at home, 15% respondents like to wear indo western dresses at home, 15% respondents like to wear trendy dresses at home and 14% respondents like to wear cultural dresses at home (Graph 16. 
V. Conclusion
According to the findings, the following conclusion has drawn by the researcher. Mostly respondents live in urban area and belong to the middle class family. And mostly respondents have more than Rs. 25000 monthly incomes. They spend Rs.4000 to Rs. 7999 in every 6 months for the latest trendy dresses. 33% respondents always get updates about fashion from TV fashion shows while a small part of respondents always get updates about fashion from TV fashion shows. Moreover, the trendy dresses have modified the shape of cultural dresses and both trendy and western dresses have gain importance among the youth of female students.
VI. Recommendations:
TV fashion shows must want to promote such dressing styles which can build up the image of Islam and Pakistani culture. These TV fashion shows can help to build up the personality of female students of school, college or universities. So these TV fashion shows don't only try to spread the wrong way of fashion.
